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ASEAN forums take center stage in the Philippines
Creative opportunities in co-working spaces
Taguig for pets, families, and foodies
Remembering the heroes of Marawi
Livelihood projects for learning communities

The Big
Thinkers Issue
In the water,
Judy Ann’s
disability ceased
to matter.

For these
medalists, the
secret to math
is not talent but
hard work and
practice.

Roberto
believed in his
artistic talent
to persevere.

Having one
leg has not stopped
Edmar from
conquering his
dreams.

Lorena refused
to give up on her
education despite
her blindness.

The Taguig
Robotics Team
overcame giant rivals
through quick thinking
and innovative
tinkering.

These
math whizzes
endure long,
challenging hours
of training for
competitions.
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Laguna Lake

Taguig lies at the western shore of
Laguna Lake, at the southeastern
portion of Metro Manila. Napindan
River (a tributary of Pasig River),
forms the common border of Taguig
and Pasay City, while Taguig River
(also a Pasig River tributary) cuts
through the northern half of the city.
The city’s topography has given it a
rather unique characteristic, where
water features, farmlands, urbanized
centers and commercial districts are
all within a 20-minute drive from
each other.
Land Area: 45.38 sq.km.
Population: 804,915
Density: 12,000 per/km
Literacy rate: 98.1%
Number of Barangays: 28
Average Annual Growth Rate: 4.32%

The City of Taguig hosted its first New Year’s Eve countdown event at Bonifacio High Street to welcome 2018.

PUSHING BEYOND OUR LIMITS TO ACHIEVE OUR BIGGEST GOALS

THINK BIG TAGUIG

Most folks would be hard-pressed
to remember Taguig’s humble
beginnings as a farming and
fishing community. Back then, its
most famous landmark was Fort
Bonifacio, the national headquarters
of the Philippine Army.
Today, much of the city’s
landscape has rapidly exploded
into a highly urbanized metropolis.
With the emergence of BGC, it is
poised to become the next financial
and commercial hub in the country.
Businesses, visitors, and residents
continue to flock here for work
and pleasure.
On the other hand, the city
remains steadfast in supporting
its provincial side, the roots of its
people, through the preservation
of the city’s heritage and culture.

Farming and fishing are still
viable occupations for inhabitants
living near the farmland and along
the coastline. This juxtaposition
is what makes Taguig a true
probinsiyudad.
No less important are the
tremendous strides undertaken by
the city government to improve
the delivery of its services, thereby
uplifting the quality of life of its
citizens. Taguig has been, and
continues to be, the recipient of
awards from various institutions
and organizations for outstanding
work in the education, health and
nutrition, safety and security, and
social welfare sectors among others.
The city is on an upward
trajectory, thanks to the vision and
foresight of big thinkers and game

changers to transform Taguig into
a modern and progressive city for
the 21st century. Continuing on
this path means cultivating people
with big ideas – creative and
innovative minds that will help us
adapt to an ever-changing world.
We encourage Taguigeños to Think
Big – not only for themselves, but
also for the benefit of the whole
community.
In this publication, you will
meet inspiring individuals who
exemplify this mentality and who
will, hopefully, motivate you to
get on board. We will also feature
interesting places, attractions, and
events that make Taguig a dynamic
and exciting place to be in.
So let’s start the year right and dream
big. Happy New Year everyone!
The Taguig City Guide | 3
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01 The City of Taguig hosted the 3rd ASEAN Mayors Forum at Shangri-la at The Fort.

ASEAN MAYORS FORUM:

Empowering Communities

The City of Taguig is the first local government in the country to host this prestigious event.

02 Delegates were treated to ethnic
musical numbers that used
indigenous instruments.
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In the second quarter of 2017,
over three hundred participants from
ASEAN member nations represented
by their local government officials,
policy makers, academe, nongovernment organizations, and
civil society came together in the
3rd ASEAN Mayors Forum held
at the Shangri-La Hotel at The Fort,
City of Taguig. The forum, held
last 26-27 July 2017, emphasized
on the role of local government in
improving connectivity through
stronger economic and cultural
ties between cities in the ASEAN.
The Philippines, as the Chairman
of the ASEAN this year, hosted the
event through the United Cities and
Local Governments in Asia-Pacific
(UCLG-ASPAC), the League of
Cities of the Philippines (LCP), and
the City of Taguig. The two-day
forum presented several plenary and
breakout sessions that covered themes
and issues such as the environment,

good practices in good governance,
business sustainability through
encouragement and support of Small
Medium Enterprises (SMEs), women
empowerment, disaster resilience and
climate change, peace and security.
The forum aimed to promote
better relations through crossborder interactions between local
governments, and establish stronger
partnerships in the development and
improvement of the “quality of life”
within the region in accordance with
the ASEAN Blueprint.
LCP National Chairperson and
Taguig City Mayor Lani Cayetano,
in her welcome address, said, “We in
the local governments are confronted
with opportunities and challenges on
a daily basis, and it is definitely hard to
do it alone. I believe it is best that we
learn from each other; to collaborate,
cooperate and work in synergy with
one another. These are the key reasons
why we are all gathered here today.”

F uture S capes

03 The Taguig Action Agenda reflects the
commitment of local government
units to foster partnership in ASEAN.

To be able to envision a stronger
people to people connectivity and
better relationships between nations,
“Cities are going to play a constructive
role... ASEAN is us, ASEAN is one,”
Bernadia Irawati Tjandradewi,
Secretary-General of the United
Cities and Local Governments in
Asia-Pacific, said.
In order to align the ASEAN
vision to global commitments,
local governments adopted and
incorporated into their local agendas
global landmark commitments
adopted by the United Nations
member states, such as the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), Sendai
Framework for Action (SFA), New
Urban Agenda (NUA), Paris Climate
Agreement, and Financing for
Sustainable Development.1
Taking into account the results
of the two previous ASEAN Mayors
Forums, the event also served as a
platform to continue the advocacy
initiated by ASEAN and to affirm
the good practices implemented
by the local governments in their
respective municipalities to support
regional agendas.

04 Delegates wrote wishes for peace,
partnership, and togetherness.

government participation in the
realization of ASEAN objectives
through concrete actions at the local
level. The commitments are as follows:
05 Foreign Affairs Secretary Alan Peter
Cayetano delivered the Keynote Message.

The ASEAN local governments were
invited to adopt and sign the “Taguig
Action Agenda: Local Governments
for a Stronger ASEAN.” The Taguig
Action Agenda reaffirms and follows
the Surabaya Communiqué and
Makassar Declaration, outcome
documents of the 1st and 2nd ASEAN
Mayors Forum, respectively.2
The Taguig Action Agenda
is designed to strengthen local

J Formally organize an entity

dedicated for ASEAN local
governments that will serve as a
regional platform for collaboration
that will be accredited and supported
by the ASEAN Secretariat;

J Collectively and actively participate
in formal ASEAN meetings and
processes to articulate issues and
challenges besetting local governments
across the region, in order to improve
alignment and coordination for policy
implementation, and to build stronger
partnerships;

The Taguig City Guide | 7
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06 LCP National Chairperson and City of Taguig Mayor Lani Cayetano
(2nd from left) with fellow delegates.

07 Performers showcased traditional
Filipino dances.

We in the local governments are
confronted with opportunities and
challenges on a daily basis, and it is
definitely hard to do it alone. I believe
it is best that we learn from each other;
to collaborate, cooperate and work
in synergy with one another. ”

— L a n i C a yetano , LCP Nation al Chairperson and Taguig City Mayor

J Establish a cadre of innovative

08 Mayors gathered at the Roundtable
sessions.

and inspiring local leaders that will
continuously engage key stakeholders
and members of the communities to
participate in the realization of the
ASEAN Community Vision 2025
which highlights people-centeredness
in its growth agenda;

J Implement key areas of existing

09 Signing the Taguig Action Agenda
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global commitments that call for
an active role of local governments
including the Sustainable Development
Goals, Sendai Framework for Disaster
Risk Reduction, Paris Agreement
on Climate Change, New Urban
Agenda, and Financing for Sustainable
Development;

J Forge a more resilient future by

reducing disaster and climate related
risks, preventing the generation of
new risks, and adapting to a changing
climate through the implementation
of economic, social, cultural, and
environmental measures which
address exposure and vulnerability,
and strengthen resilience.
The ASEAN local governments will
regularly review the progress of the
Taguig Action Agenda and undertake
to convene as a unified body every
two years.

1 http://www.aseanmayorsforum2017.com/
asean2017/day-2/
2 Asean Mayors Forum 2017, 2017
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01 Leaders from ASEAN member states
and other world leaders gathered
at the 31st ASEAN Summit held in the
Philippines last November 13-14, 2017.

The ASEAN Chairmanship in 2017:

A Win for the Philippines

The Philippines successfully chaired
ASEAN in 2017, a milestone year
marking the organization’s 50th
anniversary. Under the leadership of
President Rodrigo Roa Duterte, the
Philippines highlighted ASEAN’s
importance to both the region and
the rest of the world through the
theme “Partnering for Change,
Engaging the World.”
Six thematic priorities served
as beacons during the country’s
chairmanship, namely: (a) a peopleoriented and people-centered
ASEAN; (b) peace and stability in
the region; (c) maritime security
and cooperation; (d) inclusive,
innovation-led growth; (e) ASEAN’s
resiliency; and (f) ASEAN as a model
of regionalism and a global player.
With the President steering
the ship, the Philippines delivered
outcomes that advanced community
building and brought us closer to
the realization of the ASEAN Vision
2025. The 31st ASEAN Summit held
last 13-14 November 2017 yielded
two landmark accomplishments: the
signing of the “ASEAN Consensus on
the Protection and Promotion of the

02 President Rodrigo Roa Duterte assumed
the chairmanship of the ASEAN on the
organization’s 50th anniversary.

Rights of Migrant Workers” which
has been in the making for the past
decade, and the “ASEAN Declaration
on the Role of Civil Service as a
Catalyst for Achieving ASEAN
VISION 2025”.
On the political-security front, the
Leaders of ASEAN and China agreed
to officially commence the negotiations
on the Code of Conduct in the
South China Sea (COC) following
the adoption of the framework of the
COC in August 2017.
The Philippines also pushed for
regional connectivity and priority
deliverables based on three strategic

measures to — (1) increase trade
and investment, (2) integrate
MSMEs in global value chains, and
(3) develop an innovation-driven
economy. The Philippines also led
intensified negotiations on the
Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP). According
to President Duterte, RCEP is not
just another trade agreement,
but one that could provide the size
and scale to unleash new growth
potentials.
President Duterte also led talks
on key regional and global issues,
such as illicit drugs, terrorism and
violent extremism, piracy and armed
robbery against ships, trafficking in
persons, disaster management, and
the situation in the South China Sea
and the Korean Peninsula.
As the Philippine chairmanship
came to an end, much of its success
can be attributed to the strong
governance that enabled ASEAN
to achieve major agreements with
world leaders, and champion
advocacies within the region, thereby
putting the Philippines, and the
ASEAN, on the global map.
The Taguig City Guide | 9
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THE NET GROUP:
PEOPLE, PLANET, PROFIT

Jacques Dupasquier and Carlos Rufino stood in front of hectares of
undeveloped land in Taguig. Where others saw patches of dried grass
and dirt mounds, the two saw something different.
They saw an opportunity to create
the future.
This was back in the ‘90s, when
Taguig was still known for large plains
that had literally nothing. Families
would come here for a quick getaway.
Parents would set up picnic blankets,
while the kids flew kites. Others would
ride their longboards or skateboards
down empty stretches of roads.
But, Dupasquier and Rufino
were convinced that Taguig had
the potential to be just as great –
if not better.
10 | The Taguig City Guide

They saw it as the proving grounds
for their “boutique office concept”,
which borrowed closely from
Dupasquier’s experience owning a
string of hotels in Europe.
“Our idea was to offer a unique
concept, a boutique office building
where you can go every day, (where)
you are cared for, (where) people
know you by name, and the service is
ultra-personalized,” says Dupasquier,
a Filipino-French.1
The team broke conventions and
soon broke ground, as they built

their high-rise boutique office,
Net One Center.
Years later, that part of Taguig has
been transformed into BGC, which is
gradually emerging as the Philippines’
next Central Business District.
They loved the success of their
Net One building so much that they
decided to build not one, but four
more boutique offices over the
years: Net Square, Net Cube, Net
Quad, and Net Plaza. They did
all these under The Net Group,
which was just starting out back

F uture S capes

02 Outdoor lounge chairs offer some respite.

Rufino envisioned that the next
projects of The Net Group will be
eco-friendly and sustainable.

01 A rooftop garden is perfect for
getting some fresh air.

then. Today, it is now considered
the leader in “premier office
development in BGC”.
Their work also ushered in
other companies and developers,
who helped transform BGC into
the modern hub it is today.

• • •
Ramon Rufino also saw a vision of
the future, much like his father Carlos.
It came to him in 2006, when he
had returned to the Philippines after
completing his Masters in Real Estate
at Columbia University.
“My father [Carlos] pulled me to
the side and asked me what I wanted
to bring back from my studies in
the U.S.,” says Rufino, who is now
the co-president of The Net Group.
I told him: ‘Papa, for me, it’s green

03 Energy efficient windows save on electricity.

architecture and sustainability.’ ”
Rufino envisioned that the next
projects of The Net Group will be
eco-friendly and sustainable.
“In the U.S., it’s not just about
successfully finishing a project; you
have to also measure its impact on
the community,” says Rufino. “Is it
going to be sustainable? Can you
execute it without making too big
an impact on the environment?”
“Remember, your project is not
just for today’s generation. It’s going
to be for the future,” he added.
Rufino talked to his father and his

business partner, Dupasquier. He asked
them if they would consider green
architecture as a cornerstone of their
business. Fortunately, they agreed.
At the time, green architecture was
the farthest thing from developers’
minds. People were more concerned
with finishing a project on-time,
on-quality, and on-budget.
So, in order for the green initiative to
stick, Rufino knew that he needed help.
He gathered several like-minded
folks from some of the country’s top
developers and set up the Philippine
Green Building Council. Its mission
The Taguig City Guide | 11
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04 Net Lima Building

was to push for green architecture
and sustainability as a major part of
development in the Philippines.
But first, they needed to establish
what the guiding principles actually
were for going green.
“We created the BERDE (Building
for Ecologically Responsive Design
Excellence) Rating system which
[compared to GREENSTAR or
LEED] is more localized to the
Philippine context.”
“BERDE is sensitive to our
local climate, our regulations,
and our laws.”
Possessing the same pioneering
spirit as his father, Rufino wanted
to pilot BERDE in The Net Group’s
next building: Net Lima. It was
supposed to be the first green
building in the country.

Not an easy task, Rufino confessed.
“Net Lima was already under
construction when BERDE came
out,” he says. “We designed it
as green but not wholly BERDE
certified, so there were a lot of
tweaks and additions.”
Despite that, Net Lima received
4 out of 5 stars in the BERDE Green
Building Certification. Rufino is
hoping that Net Park, their 7th and
latest building, will get full marks.
They pulled out all the stops and
made the building as eco-friendly
as possible. Rainwater is harvested
for cleaning. Natural lighting is
utilized to the fullest. Triple shades
cover the windows, serving as

When we do our work, it’s not just
for the sake of being financially
successful. We want to do projects
that are good for us, good for the
community, and good for the people
who come into our building.”
— ra mon r u f i no , the net g r o u p

05 BERDE is the green building
rating system developed by
the Philippine Green Building
Council.
06 Ramon Rufino, co-president
of The Net Group
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taguig:

FutureScapes

07 Net Park Building
08 The Net Group is the first developer to
install an electric vehicle charging station
in their property.

insulators that keep the heat out
(and the air conditioning bill lower).
Abundant rooftop gardens encourage
employees to take a refreshing break.
And one provision worth noting is
an electric vehicle charging station
in their Net Lima property.
“We also want to get our other
buildings certified as “green”, at least
in how we operate them,” says Rufino.
For the existing buildings (Net
Cube, Net One, Net Quad, Net Square
and Net Plaza) they will have to tweak
their energy consumption, carbon
footprint, and their supplies, ensuring

that what they use is eco-friendly.
If all goes well, by 2018, The Net
Group will be the first developer in
the country with all of their buildings
100% BERDE certified.
For his part, Rufino believes that
for green initiatives to truly work, it
has to be approached holistically.
“We are the first developer to
commit that we will buy all our
power from renewable energy,” he
says. The Net Group has a purchase
power agreement with Aboitiz
Power, where 100 percent of the
power it uses for its buildings is

sourced from renewable energy,
such as those from geothermal
plants.
“These are just some of the
initiatives we are doing to promote
a green push,” says Rufino. “We
believe in the triple bottomline of
People, Planet and Profit,” he says.
“So when we do our work, it’s not
just for the sake of being financially
successful. We want to do projects
that are good for us, good for the
community, and good for the people
who come into our building.”
With their passion for sustainable
architecture, The Net Group is
bringing us closer to a better future
– one green building at a time.
1 http://thenetgroup.ph/company
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AT THE HEART OF EDUCATION:
The City of Taguig’s commitment to enhance the learning experience
Million

BUDGET FOR EDUCATION
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GROSS ENROLMENT RATE
162,000
160,000

157,643

158,000

Education is one of the most
important investments a city or
country can make for its people
and its future. Over the past several
years, the City Government of Taguig
has made this a cornerstone of its
administration, prioritizing programs
and initiatives which aim to improve
access to quality education.
The city’s public schools
continue to offer free education,
from preschool to college levels.
In addition, public school students
receive free school uniforms, school
bags, and school supplies.
Scholarships abound for
private school students through
the establishment of the Lifeline
Assistance for Neighbors In-Need
(LANI), and Taguig Learners’
Certificate (TLC) programs. As of
2017, over 49,254 LANI scholarships
have been granted.
Several graduates of these programs
have gone on to become board topnotchers and have contributed to the
rise of the city’s National Achievement
Test (NAT) ranking within Metro
Manila, from 13th place in 2009 to
1st place in 2015.
New public schools such as Gat
Andres Bonifacio Elementary School
and Gat Andres Bonifacio High
School have been created. Several
elementary schools have also been
converted to integrated schools:
Taguig Integrated School, Napindan
Integrated School, Kapt. Eddie T.
Reyes Integrated School, and Palar
Integrated School.
14 | The Taguig City Guide
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school year

2011-2012

The city has continually upgraded
public school facilities, through
the creation of Computer-Assisted
Learning System Laboratories, and
the provision of air conditioning
units in classrooms.
To cultivate the spirit of
competitiveness and excellence
among students, the city has
sponsored student athletes to
participate in the Divisional,
Regional, and National Palarong
Pambansa, and has even sent student
players to competitions abroad. In
2017, students participated in the
13th International Math Competition
and the FIRA RoboWorld Cup, where
they honored the city’s support by
returning with a harvest of medals
and various awards.
Special education programs and
projects have also been grounded on
relevant advocacies. Among them
include, Project DIMPLE (Dental
Improvement and Medical Program
for Local Education), Project
E-SABAC (Electronic Students AntiBullying Program) which involved
the installation of CCTV cameras in
schools, and Project KALINGA (Kids

school year

2012-2013

school year

2013-2014

school year

2014-2015

Assistance and Local Intervention
for Neglected, Gloomy and Absentee
Pupils) to support the zero-dropout
drive of DepEd.
The presence of private and
international schools such as Treston
International College, STI College,
and International School Manila
have presented new options and
opportunities for students.
Post-graduate studies are
also being offered by prestigious
educational institutions such as De
La Salle University and the University
of the Philippines. The Taguig City
University has also been cited by the
Professional Regulation Commission
as among the top performing schools
in the country.
Recently, the Federation of
Associations of Private Schools and
Administrators (FAPSA) awarded the
City of Taguig a plaque of recognition
for its programs in improving the
quality of education in the city.
Inspired by such recognition, and by
the remarkable achievements of its
students and teachers, Taguig will
continue to make strides in ensuring
that education is available to all.

F uture S capes

taguig’s taxpayers

Why is it important to pay taxes?
As the main source of revenue of
the government, taxes help fund
growth and maintenance of a city,
province, or country. Without
them, the government will not be
able to provide its citizens with
basic needs and services, as well
as infrastructure.
Believing in the empowerment of its
people, the City of Taguig has invested
heavily in education. The P625M
Lifeline Assistance for Neighbors
In-need (LANI) Scholarship Fund
is currently supporting an estimated
12,000 Daycare Pupils and 140,000
public school students ranging from
Grade School to Senior High School,
providing them with uniforms,

shoes, and complete school supplies.
New public schools have been built,
equipped with CCTV cameras and
dental clinics. Each school has a
computer-assisted learning system
laboratory. The tuition fee for the
LGU-run Taguig City University is
100% free.
The city has also undertaken
measures to improve the delivery
of its services. New equipment
has been purchased for the Taguig
Pateros District Hospital in District
2, and their emergency and
operating rooms have likewise been
refurbished. Groundwork for a new
hospital in District 1 has already
begun with a target completion
date in 2019. The city-operated

TOP	Name of Business 			
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Taguig Manpower & Livelihood
Center has assisted over 6,000
individuals in learning various
skills to make a living. In 2016, the
Public Employment and Services of
Taguig filled up 83,000 job vacancies,
registered over 23,000 jobseekers
and was able to place over 92% of
those job applicants.
Taguig has the lowest tax rates in
Metro Manila, and has been cited
by the World Bank as one of the
best places to do business in. Big
businesses and corporations continue
to move here, and the tax collected
has enabled the city government to
transform Taguig into what it is today.
The following are among the top
taxpayers of the city.

NATURE OF BUSINESS

Therma Luzon, Inc. 				Power Generation
Defense and Protection Systems Philippines, Inc.
Trading
BGSouth Properties, Inc. 			
Real Estate Developer
MDC 						General Contractor
Samsung Electronics Philippines Corporation Wholesaler/Importer
Toyota Global City, Inc. 			Distributor/Wholesaler/Importer
Fort Bonifacio Development Corporation
Real Estate Dealer
Station Square East Commercial Corporation Shopping Center
Metro Retail Store Group, Inc. 		
Supermarket & Department Store
BGNorth Properties, Inc. 			
Real Estate Developer
Alveo Land Corporation 			
Real Estate Developer
Avida Land Corporation 				
Real Estate Developer
Hyundai Asia Resources, Inc. 			Importer
Shang Global City Properties, Inc. 		
Real Estate Dealer/Retailer
Team Energy Corporation 			Electrical Services
Colgate-Palmolive Philippines, Inc.		 Distributor/Wholesaler/Exporter
BGWest Properties, Inc. 			
Services/Real Estate Developer
Metro Drug, Inc. 				Distributor/Wholesaler/Importer
Megaworld Corporation 			
Real Estate Dealer, Lessor
SM Prime Holdings, Inc. 			
Shopping Center/Office Space/Food Retailer
The Taguig City Guide | 15
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CO-WORKING SPACES:

01 The social hall at Clock In BHS

Redefining the Office

More than affordable and flexible space, they offer community support for creatives and professionals.
Co-working spaces have become
popular in the past few years thanks to
the shift in mindset of professionals—
freelancers, entrepreneurs, and other
independent workers. Working
outside a traditional office set-up has
many benefits. The lower rentals and
savings on operational expenses make
it very cost efficient. More than that,
it allows people to network and have
access to other professionals, fostering
personal growth and building a
community of support.
Here are three companies in Taguig
City that are worth exploring.
02 These desks at Clock In BHS offer
more privacy if you need to put on
your thinking cap.
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Clock In BHS

In between office buildings,
shopping strips, and coffee shops
is Clock In, a co-working space in
Bonifacio High Street that offers
a highly accessible sanctuary for
busy workers.
Launched in October 2017, Clock
In currently has 27 office spaces and

4 meeting rooms in addition to the
communal areas. Upon entering, you
will immediately feel the laid back
yet professional vibe. The minimal
design allows clients the freedom to
infuse their personality and brand
into their rented space. Each semifurnished office also comes with free
use of high-speed internet.

03 Wide, flexible spaces are available for events in Clock In BHS.

F uture S capes

and innovation, giving you a vibe
similar to that of the Google offices.
It comes with high-speed internet,
free-flowing coffee, and 24/7 access
to IT Support. The spacious pantry
comes with vending machines and a
sleek-looking refrigerator, microwave
ovens, and dispensers. Off to one side
is a bleacher area that is conducive to
chatting with people.
If you want a change of scenery,
you can take your laptop and work on
one of the suspended lounge chairs.
There is even space to take a break
and play video games. Tired? Take a
nap in the sleeping quarters. Since
the office is located near the McKinley
Hill area, you can take a stroll outside
and get some fresh air.

04 A vibrant design mirrors the energy of BGC.

Clients enjoy access to their “social
spaces” such as the social hall, library,
and the pantry. Unlimited beverages
such as tea, coffee, and water are
available to everyone.
As an additional perk, clients can
enjoy exclusive access to “LifeHacks
by Clock In”, TED-like seminars
where industry experts share their
knowledge on productivity, creativity,
business, tech and other related topics.
Operating hours are from 7am to
7pm, Mondays to Fridays. However,
Clock In can extend their hours until
9pm to accommodate those working
overtime.

with offices in Metro Manila and
Cebu. Its latest and largest offering
at the Cyber Sigma building along
Lawton Avenue in Fort Bonifacio
boasts of amenities that have made
the company a trusted name.
Sitting on 3,500 square meters
of space, this new facility features a
very modern reception area and a
stylish lounge that screams creativity

05 One of the many spacious, flexible
workspaces in KMC Solutions

Clock In BHS is located at the 3/F
C2 Building, Bonifacio High Street
Central. https://bgc.clock-in.com.ph

KMC Solutions
in Cyber Sigma

An established name in the industry,
KMC Solutions has been providing
flexible workspaces to businesses and
professionals throughout the country,

06 The communal pantry at KMC Solutions is a popular gathering place for socializing.
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07 (Right) KMC Solutions’ stylish new lounge
area for quick business meetings
08 (Bottom) KMC Solutions provides lockers
for tenants who want a place to stash
their belongings.

According to Chairman Gregory
Kittleson, KMC Solutions has always
been about innovation and expansion.
“I believe, to be a truly flexible
workspace provider, you have to be
expanding.” Soon, clients working
at the new site will enjoy shower
rooms—a great addition to the
amenities they currently offer.

I believe, to be a truly
flexible workspace provider,
you have to be expanding.”
— g r e gory kitt leson , ch airman, kmc so lutions

KMC Solutions’ co-working space
is located at the 20/F Cyber Sigma
Building, Lawton Avenue, Fort
Bonifacio BGC, and is open 24/7.
http://kmcsolutions.us

vOffice

This Australia-based company
guarantees significant savings
for professionals who are tired of
working from home or the traditional
office set-up. According to Head
of Communications Aldrin Enrile,
people are looking for something
new; they prefer not to work inside
confined rooms. “When you are
comfortable, you can produce more
and work better,” he said.
This co-working space offers the
usual amenities: dedicated desks,
meeting rooms, pantry, high-speed
internet, and free coffee. In addition,
they also provide 24/7 secretarial
services; much like having your own
assistant. vOffice can take care of your
messages and forward all calls and
correspondence to you.
Aira Ignacio, Medical Service Staff
from one of the tenants, describes
vOffice as having a “family” kind
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09 An open design encourages tenant interaction at vOffice.

of environment. Beyond offering
working spaces, everyone is also
given the chance to meet other
tenants through themed events. “They
provide social gatherings on a monthly
or quarterly basis where everyone can
just have fun,” she shares.

vOffice is located at two branches
in BGC – one at Level 10-1 & 20-1
One Global Place, 25th Street
and 5th Avenue, and the other
at Level 10-1 Fort Legend Tower,
31st Street and 3rd Avenue.
http://voffice.com.ph

B!G
Cover story

Th!nkers

To jumpstart inspiration at the start of the new year, we honor and celebrate the
Big Thinkers of Taguig. Get to know them as they boldly forge their own path by
thinking outside the box and thriving in adversity. May they always dream big.
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01 Lorena Acula is a blind teacher
who has made it her life’s work
to make a difference in the
lives of blind children.

LIVING
BLIND
AND
BOLD

Teacher Lorena Acula
embraces her own
disability and is on a
mission to transform
the lives of her visually
impaired students.
Imagine starting college, anticipating
the rest of your life ahead of you —
but also finding yourself engulfed
in pitch-black darkness.
That was Lorena Acula’s
world. Diagnosed with Retinitis
Pigmentosa, she gradually lost her
sight until she could no longer see.
“I was born with low vision and
had limited eye sight when I was
very young,” she shared. “I used to
manage walking around by myself
during the day, but in the evening I’d
stay at home because it was hard for
me to see. As I grew older, my eye
sight deteriorated.”
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Acula became completely blind
after graduating from high school.
However, being home-ridden did
not sit well with her.
“[Being blind] did not stop me.
I told myself, ‘It’s fine.’ I’ve accepted
not being able to see anymore,”
she recalled.
“What I wouldn’t accept is to stay
at home my entire life doing nothing.”
College was the next step.
She qualified for admission and
earned her degree, but it was not
without its challenges. “If I was
reporting in class using my Braille,
my classmates wouldn’t listen

to me. Instead, they were busy
watching my hands as I used my
Braille. I eventually stopped using
it, but I still had my typewriter. I
also memorized my reports. I had
visual aids, but they were for my
classmates,” she said.
Now that she is a teacher at
Eusebio C. Santos Elementary
School, she helps visually impaired
students reach their dreams.
“She’s always ready to help even
if she doesn’t have much herself,” said
Melvin Abon, a college sophomore
Acula helped get admitted to Taguig
City University.

cover story
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT
02 Recognition Day at Philippine
Christian University
03 College graduation picture
04 With college friends

I’ve accepted not being able
to see anymore. What I wouldn’t
accept is to stay at home my
entire life doing nothing.”
— l o r ena ac u l a

05 Among Acula’s students are these two visually impaired twin girls.

“He was given the chance to
take the entrance examination.
Unfortunately he failed, but his
score was not far off. If he was able
to answer the abstract portion (an
aptitude test that requires one to
identify patterns among shapes,
objects, and images), for sure he
would have more than passed the
examination,” shared Acula.
“There was a time when I said,
‘Ma’am, I don’t want to do this
anymore, it’s too difficult,’ ” recalled
Abon. “At first, she agreed with
me. But the next day, after thinking
about it, she changed her mind.
She encouraged and pushed me
to persevere.”
Acula believed that the only
person who could help Melvin’s
situation was Mayor Lani Cayetano.
Soon, an opportunity presented
itself when Acula found herself at
the same event as Mayor Cayetano.
“I approached her and she
acknowledged me. I took the
chance to ask her if she could help
get Melvin enrolled at Taguig City
University. She said, ‘No problem.
I would love for him to be one of
our students,’ ” she said.
The school’s principal, Leonardo
Eboña, Jr., admires her work ethic.
“You’d see that she is always there
before the school opens,” he said.
“In spite of her disability, she puts in
a better performance compared to
other ‘abled’ teachers because you
see her willingness to help and her
commitment to her students.”
As part of her advocacy, Acula
founded Future Vision Sighted-Blind,
Inc., an organization that provides a
home and supportive environment
for visually impaired children, to help
them learn and live independently in
order to fulfill their dreams.
Acula wants her students to
understand that they are not a burden
to society. “We are contributors. So
instead of staying at home, we have
to study and make something of
ourselves,” she said.
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I was in an accident
when I was seven
years old. The bus we
were on was hit by an
oil tanker, and my
left leg got caught
in the window.”
— E DMAR MAMACLAY

DEFYING THE ODDS

Mamaclay (top) and Neblasca
(bottom) show off their awards
from swim meets.
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Roger Crawford, the first and only
person in American history to be
a professional tennis player with a
severe disability, once said, “being
challenged in life is inevitable, being
defeated is optional.”
Here in Taguig City, two young
swimmers are fighting for their place
in the sporting world — Edmar
Mamaclay, a teen who lost his leg in
a bus crash; and Judy Ann Neblasca,
who would not be defined by her
intellectual disability.
Mamaclay, a bus crash survivor,
only started competing in December
2016, but he has already won at least
10 medals since then. These include
five gold medals in the National
Capital Region meet.
“I was in an accident when I was
seven years old. The bus we were on
was hit by an oil tanker, and my left
leg got caught in the window,” he
recalled.
“We were on our way to his uncle
for a going-away party,” shared
Mamaclay’s mother, Teresa. “We
were in the Tandang Sora area when
our bus was hit. His leg had to be
amputated. I thought he was going to
be gone from our lives then.”
“I wish I had been the one to get
hurt. My son was so young. He still
had his whole life ahead of him,” she
added while holding back tears.
In the 2017 Palarong Pambansa
Special Games, Edmar finished fifth
in Freestyle and Back Stroke, and
sixth in the Breast Stroke categories.
“When I asked around, my
competitors then had already been
joining the Palarong Pambansa for
four years. While that made me

nervous, I took courage and stayed
focused on my goal to swim,” he said.
He credits his victories to his faith
in God and the undying support
from his loved ones. “Trust that the
Lord has plans for our lives because
He has designed one for each of us,”
he said.
He does not only excel in
swimming — Mamaclay is also a
consistent honor student with several
academic awards such as: Best in
Science, Best in Social Studies, Best
in Filipino, and Best in Technology
and Livelihood Education.
“My family and friends don’t
make me feel like I’m different.
They treat me like a normal kid, and
when I have trouble doing things, I
always have friends to motivate me,”
Mamaclay said.

• • •
Like him, Judy Ann Neblasca,
who has a general learning disability,
thrives on the support she receives
from her family and friends.
“I’m very proud of my daughter.
Even if she has a disability, she is
able to make her talent shine,”
shared Neblasca’s mother, Maribel.
“It pains me to hear people tease my
daughter because she stutters. They
say she’s a special child. I tell her to
ignore them.”
Milette Rayos del Sol, her teacher
and first coach, saw her potential
during a school camp. Pretty soon,
she underwent training before
joining Division and NCR meets.
Then, Neblasca was finally able to
compete in the Palarong Pambansa.

taguig:

BigThinkers

Playing
sports and
joining
competitions
have had a
huge impact on
improving
[Judy Ann’s]
skills.”
— m i l ette r ayos de l sol

“Playing sports and joining competitions
have had a huge impact on improving her
skills,” said Rayos del Sol.
Despite not winning in the Palarong
Pambansa, her perseverance inspires the
people around her, including other
young athletes.
“Fight. Don’t give up,” said Neblasca.
A girl of few words, yet blessed with an
indomitable spirit.
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01 The Taguig Robotics Team (Clockwise from
Top Left): Pierre Alan Romir Pioquid, Aron
Sean Michael Pioquid, John David Golenia,
Philip Leonard Diez, Samuel Tabernero,
and Madelle Diez.

READY, SET,
ROBOT TIME!

02 (Top and bottom) At the World
Robot Games 2017 in Singapore
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For the Taguig Robotics Team,
it was a suspenseful moment.
Facing well-equipped counterparts
across the globe at the 2017 FIRA
RoboWorld Cup in Kaohshing,
Taiwan, held from 23-27 August
2017, the young tech wizards
pressed on.
“We competed against Iran,
China, Korea, and other Asian
countries. Their robots were quite
advanced compared to ours,” shared
Pierre Alan Romir Pioquid, a student
of Senator Renato “Compañero”
Cayetano Memorial Science and
Technology High School. “But
deep down, we believed we had
the fighting spirit to go far in the

competition. We did our best and it
bore fruit because we won.”
The team is composed of Pioquid,
his schoolmates Madelle Diez, Philip
Leonard Diez, John David Golenia,
Aron Sean Michael Pioquid; and
Samuel Tabernero from Kapitan
Eddie T. Reyes Integrated School.
The City Government of Taguig
shouldered their travel expenses
for the competition.
During the “sumobot-like”
Cliffhanger competition, the
students built a robot that knocked
an opponent out of the Dohyo or
Cliffhanger ring. They won gold in
this category, much to their surprise.
Later, they competed in the
Mission Impossible category where
the team created an 8.5” x 11”
robot using limited materials like
Styrofoam, popsicle sticks, BBQ
sticks, glue sticks, micro-controllers,
DC motors, paper cups, distance and
ultrasonic sensors. The task was to
make the robot float while following
a line path placed underwater. They
won the silver award in the contest.
“It was overwhelming when we
won. Our competitors’ robots were
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03 Students learn how to build robots
and simple machines while having fun!

It was overwhelming when we
won. Our competitors’ robots
were very advanced, so we were
shocked. We thought we had no
chance of winning.”
— p i e r r e alan rom ir pioquid

very advanced, so we were shocked.
We thought we had no chance of
winning,” Pioquid added.
The students recalled that
opposing teams had robots created
from boards that the Philippine team
could not afford. Still, Philip Leonard
Diez said they gave their best in the
competition, thinking that they were
not only representing Taguig City,
but also the entire country.
“Not letting our supporters down
became another motivation, because
they were important contributors
to our success—the reason why
the Taguig Robotics Team became
possible,” he said.
More recently, the team
participated in the World Robot
Games last 10-11 November
2017 in Singapore where they

bagged the silver medal in the
1kg Sumobot Family Edition,
bronze in the Firefighting Robot
category, another bronze for the 5kg
Remote Controlled Sumobot, and
Performance Awards for three of
their members.
Taguig Robotics Team head coach
Sheryl Tabernero said the passion
and interest of the students enabled
them to perform better than they
expected in the competition.
“It’s best to teach robotics to
children at a young age because
it develops their analytical and
mechanical skills. They learn various
concepts on how to program and
manipulate robots. It also enhances
their electrical skills because they
already know how to connect wires,”
Tabernero said.

04 (Top) Robotics helps develop mechanical
and electrical skills. (Bottom) New
members reinforce the team at the
World Robot Games in Singapore.
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05 The team members often brainstorm together to come up with new ideas and solutions to challenges.

People think robotics is for boys only, that it’s
not for girls, But I think robotics is for everyone.
If it’s what you’re interested in, you should pursue it
because it makes you happy and it’s your passion.”
— M AD E L L E D I E Z

06 (Top and bottom) At the FIRA
RoboWorld Cup 2017 in Kaohshing, Taiwan
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The students added that robotics
knows neither age nor gender.
“People think robotics is for boys
only, that it’s not for girls,” shared
Madelle Diez, the only female
member of the team. “But I think
robotics is for everyone. If it’s what
you’re interested in, you should
pursue it because it makes you happy
and it’s your passion.”
Samuel Tabernero, the youngest
member of the team, agrees. “If you
want to get into robotics, don’t be shy
because if you have the talent, you
should show it and share it,” he said.
Excelling in robotics is not just about
having expensive equipment and
advanced technology. It is fueled
by inventiveness and creativity, a
willingness to think outside the box.
And that’s exactly what these brilliant
minds have shown us.

07 (Top) With robotics, students learn how
to problem solve and think outside the
box. (Bottom) Future engineers at work
during the FIRA RoboWorld Cup 2017
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IN PRAISE OF THE
BACKGROUND ARTIST

Often overlooked, background art is the unsung beauty
of anime, and Roberto Lolong can give a master class on it.
Grew up watching Dragon Ball Z,
Slam Dunk or One Piece?
Chances are, you have seen
the impressive background art by
Roberto Lolong, a Taguigeño whose
digital paintings have appeared in
several well-known animé produced
by TOEI Animation, the pioneer in
Japanese animation.

“Originally, I wanted to become
an IB or an ‘inbetweener’— the
ones who make the characters
move,” shared Lolong, who had
previously worked as a farmer and
baker. “Once the animator finishes
with the key poses, they go to the
IB’s who produce the drawings that
create the illusion of movement.

I wasn’t accepted in that position —
they hired me as a background
artist instead.”
Lolong has been working for TOEI
Animation for 20 years now. Some
of the works he has done can also be
seen in Dr. Slump, Crying Kingdom,
and Doremi.
“An animation character without
a background is unappealing. What
will you see behind them? Just
plain white,” said Lolong. “That’s
why having a background is very
important in animation. You can’t do
without it. Where will the character
run? Where will the character sit?
A character won’t be able to do
anything without his surroundings.”

01 Roberto Lolong with one of his many paintings.
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02 “To be a good artist in anime, you have to know how to paint,” says Lolong.

One of his most memorable
experiences working for TOEI
Animation is when they sent him
to Japan for training, and leisure as
well. He shared that the Japanese
love Filipino artists because of their
versatility.
“Filipinos are very good. It’s
different in Japan. If you’re an IB,
you hone your craft until you master
it. Filipinos are not like that. We like
to have a variety of skills. You can
be an IB, an animator, a background
artist. In the Philippines, you have
to be versatile in order to survive,”
he said.
03 Working on his
background art.
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His favorite anime character is
Goku from Dragon Ball Z. “As a
parent, you have to love your family,
especially your children. You need to
protect them like what Goku does.”
Outside animation, Lolong is
slowly making a name for himself

as a painter. He has been featured in
the city-sponsored “Tatak Likhang
Kamay ng Taguigeño” art exhibit
in February 2017. Recently, he taught
kids about watercolor background
painting during ManilArt 2017
in October.

I’m 48 years old, and yet I’m
still studying and improving
my education. Once you stop
learning, your career is over.”
— r obe rto lolon g

“My advice to young people who
want to go into animation, especially
in background, is you have to be
a painter. You have to know how
to paint interiors, landscapes, and
seascapes,” he shared.
But Lolong admits it is a lifelong
learning process. “Look at me, I’m
48 years old, and yet I’m still studying
and improving my education.
According to the Japanese, once you
stop learning, your career is over,”
he said.
He also warns against selfdoubt. “If you give up, you won’t get
anywhere. Winners never quit and
quitters never win.”

01 Math can be fun and incredibly
satisfying once you figure out the
solution to a problem.

MAD ABOUT MATH

There’s no reason to be scared of numbers,
as these gifted math students from Taguig show us.
Enter a classroom with a chalkboard
crammed with algebraic equations
and chances are you will want to run
quickly back outside. But while most
see chaos in these strange figures,
there are those few who see order —
and even something irresistible
about them.
“It’s really hard to like math,”
says Grade 7 Math Teacher, Mara
Genelyn Eson. According to her,
only less than half of the students
she teaches at Senator Rene
“Compañero” Cayetano Memorial
Science and Technology High School
(SRCCMSTHS) are interested in
the subject. She notes, however, that
while others may have a natural
talent for it, one can grow to love and
be great at math through time and
with proper training.
Proof of this are the Taguig
students who are doing their schools
— and the country — proud by
demonstrating their talents at various

worldwide competitions, such as the
13th International Math Competition
held last August 2017 in Singapore.
After the event, 17 math enthusiasts
from Taguig schools, which include
the SRCCMSTHS and Taguig Science
High School (TSHS), have each
taken home a bronze medal.
These students didn’t wake up
suddenly loving numbers. Some
of them were lucky to have been
mentored by encouraging guardians.
“I was raised surrounded by math.
My parents have been training me
and I’ve grown up liking it,” shares
Micah Bless Requierro (TSHS).
Despite the different times they’ve
learned to love math and the different
routes they took to get there, they all
agree that “math is everywhere” and it
has taught them to be logical thinkers
as well as creative problem-solvers.
“Just because you know the
formula, it doesn’t mean that you
would already know how to solve

02 Rhythm Paolo Lim Cabrera and Gill
Nicole Luyun take down notes
during class.

03 These math wizards brought honor to
the country and the City of Taguig.
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04 Students from Senator
Rene “Compañero”
Cayetano Memorial
Science and Technology
High School (Clockwise,
from Top Left): Julie
Irish Villagomez, Rhythm
Paolo Lim Cabrera,
Patricia Nicole
Panganiban, Gill Nicole
Luyun, Wally Santos
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a problem. You still have to think
about it,” continues Requierro. Often
they find themselves surprised by the
multiple ways they can attack the same
problem. Once they solve it and have
their answer validated, the feeling is
unbelievable. “It’s so satisfying,” the
students almost say in chorus.
And if they can’t solve it?
“Parang end-of-the-world na.
Nakakaiyak (It’s like the end of the
world, it makes me want to cry),”
says Andrea Monique Bermonte
(TSHS), adding that the frustration
doubles when the teacher reveals the
rather simple solution.

A sense of humor might’ve
helped a lot in their journey as the
selection process and trainings for
these competitions are rigorous.
Eligible candidates take a battery
of qualifying exams at the start of
the year, and when they reach the
top level, they have to dedicate
extra hours beyond the class period
and during vacation for more
training.
“We start with the basics. When
the competition draws nearer, we
add higher thinking skills. Pati
kami mismo nacha-challenge
(Even us trainers are challenged),”
shares SRCCMSTHS teacher Joel
Padilla, who works with Eson and
Mathematics Department Head,
Maricel Masalay, in coaching the
students. “Since we started our
training program, the percentage
of those who competed in
international competitions has
been on the rise. In 2005, we only
had one or two. Now, we have 32
international qualifiers and we
always win top prizes,” states
Masalay.
Aside from the cash prize and
prestige that come with winning,
the contests have been beneficial
to the students’ personal growth.
“We notice that their leadership
and interpersonal skills developed,”
Masalay continues. “They are also
able to adapt to the culture of the
country they’re in.”
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05 Students from Taguig Science High School (Clockwise, from Top Left): Patrick Welsh Patco, Leira Mari Vinarao, John Albert Mariano,
Micah Bless Requierro, Derick Timothy Jalando-on, Mark Andrei Mallillin, Luis Joseph Flores, Andrea Monique Bermonte

We start with the basics. When
the competition draws nearer,
we add higher thinking skills. Pati
kami mismo nacha-challenge. ”
— s r ccmsths te a che r , j oe l p a d i l l a

“I was culture shocked!”
shares Julie Irish Villagomez
(SRCCMSTHS), who won a silver
medal in the International Math
Open for Young Achievers, another
contest in Singapore. “The traffic
rules are so different, the people are
so disciplined. I’ve always wanted
to go there and it exceeded my
expectations.”
Mark Andrei Mallillin (TSHS),
on the other hand, has learned to
be independent during their trip.
“When you’re away from your family,
you should know how to take care of
yourself because there won’t always
be someone to guide you in whatever
you do,” he muses.

Sometimes, the competition takes
a backseat and the students simply
enjoy bonding, making new friends,
and treating the entire experience
like a vacation. If you ask them about
their favorite memory of Singapore,
they will shout “Universal Studios!”
with nostalgic giggles.
After winning an international
competition — and having your
face plastered on banners displayed
around the campus — the students
admit that there’s pressure to perform
better than everybody else. “Other
students will look at you differently.
They expect you to ace every test,”
shares Leira Mari Vinarao (TSHS).
They, of course, won’t get perfect

scores every time, but it doesn’t
matter. What’s important to this
group of young go-getters is knowing
that they’ve done their best.
As for their advice to fellow
students who despise math or want
to be good at it: it’s practice, practice,
practice. “Try to solve at least
one problem a day, then if you’re
okay with that, try adding another
problem,” suggests Patricia Nicole
Panganiban (SRCCMSTHS), who
won in a team competition held in
Nevada, USA. “Don’t be afraid of
numbers,” adds Vinarao. “Numbers
are similar to the alphabet. And all
subjects have the alphabet.”
“There’s a notion that you have to
be intelligent to do math, but really,
you just have to be hard-working,”
says Derick Timothy Jalando-on
(TSHS), echoing the teachers who
believe that perseverance trumps
talent. “Even if it’s difficult, if you
work hard at it, you will eventually
figure it out.”
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Go for an early morning jog
at Laguna Lake Highway.

Start the day right with some exercise!
Running is a great way to improve one’s
overall health, and this 3-meter wide lane
has more than enough space for
joggers and bikers alike.

1

Laguna Lake Highway,
C6 Road, Lower Bicutan.

2

TAGUIG IN
12 HOURS

Have breakfast at
the AANI Weekend Market.

Load up on the most important meal of
the day. The AANI Weekend Market is
a popular post-workout stop for locals.
Look for rustic fare such as lugaw, arroz
caldo, kakanin, pancit, fried fish, and
everyone’s favorite taho. Open every
Saturday and Sunday, 5am to 2pm.
Arca South (former FTI Complex),
Western Bicutan, Taguig City.

You’ll be surprised at the number of places and things
to see around Taguig. But if you only have one day to
burn, here are some of the best spots to check out.

3
Take your pets for a walk
at BGC Greenway Park.

4
Gear up for a bike ride
at the Army Trail.

Hit the dirt and explore this bike
trail inside Fort Bonifacio. Challenge
yourself on the obstacle course, and
make sure to document your ride
with your trusty camera. Army Trail
is open every day from 5am to 5pm.
Headquarters of the Philippine Army
Fort Bonifacio, Gate 6, Bayani Road,
Fort Bonifacio.

5

Practice your photography
skills at the Manila
American Cemetery.

With its rolling landscapes and stunning
architecture, the Manila American
Cemetery is totally Instagram-worthy.
So snap away, but don’t forget to pay
your respects to the graves of the
American soldiers who gave their lives
during World War II. Manila American
Cemetery is open to the public
every day from 9am to 5pm.
McKinley Road, Fort Bonifacio.
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Fido needs his exercise, too! Stroll
down this 1.6-kilometer long linear
urban park — the longest in the metro,
so far — without worrying about traffic,
pedestrians, or pollution as it is located
away from the busy streets of BGC.
Park starts at McKinley Parkway all the way to Net
Plaza. Open daily to the public from 6am to 10pm.

6

Solve the mystery
and escape the
room at Breakout
Philippines in
Serendra.

Sharpen your
investigative skills while having fun!
Whether you find yourself literally
sucked into a retro game a la Jumanji,
or taking on the role of a big celebrity
receiving death threats from a crazy
stalker, this interactive play is a great
way to bond with family and friends.
Breakout Ph Serendra is open on
Mondays to Thursdays from 2pm to
8:30pm, and on Fridays to Sundays
from 10am to 10:30pm.
2/F Serendra Piazza, McKinley Parkway, BGC.

8

Discover gastronomic
delights at Mercato Centrale.

This lifestyle market has become the breeding ground for
the latest food concepts. From shawarma rice to takoyaki,
street food has never tasted this good! Mercato Centrale
is open on Wednesdays to Saturdays, from 6pm to 3am.
25th Street corner 7th Avenue, BGC.

7

Play frisbee at
Terra 28th Park.

Instead of taking the kids to an
indoor play center, why don’t you
take advantage of the fresh air and
let them work up a little sweat?
Throw and catch a frisbee for an
easy and fuss-free way to have fun.
And yes, the adults can play, too.
28th Street, BGC.

10
9

Enjoy a romantic gondola ride at
Venice Grand Canal Mall.

Soak up some peace
and quiet at Kasalikasan
Garden in BGC.

They call it the “secret garden” for
a good reason. Tucked away in De
Jesus Oval, this oasis full of lush
greenery is perfect for a mid-day
retreat when you need a quiet
place to clear your head.

Feel like upping your (love) game? Nothing spells 		
romance better than a sweet gondola ride with your
special someone in the most romantic mall in the country.
Rides are open every day of the week during mall hours.
Upper McKinley Road, McKinley Hill.

De Jesus Oval corner 26th Street, BGC.

Get your afternoon java fix
at Coffee Project in Vista Mall Taguig.

This hip and quirky cafe is a great place for that
coffee break. Between the homey interiors and
funny quotations
peppering the place (e.g.
“procaffeinating” (n.) the
tendency to not start
anything until you’ve
had a cup of coffee), it’s
the perfect setting for
that intimate convo,
or just some me time.

11

2/F Vista Mall Taguig, Cayetano
Avenue, Bgy. Tuktukan, Taguig City.

12

Let the buskers serenade
you at Uptown Bonifacio.

A lot of top performers started out
their careers by performing on the
streets. Walk along Uptown Bonifacio
and you will find talented buskers
serenading passersby. Enjoy the chill
vibe. You can find them on Fridays to
Sundays from 7pm onwards.
36th Street corner 9th Avenue, Taguig City.
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5 PURR-FECT PLACES
TO BRING YOUR PET

01 Bonifacio High Street is a popular
area for pet lovers.

As you walk out the door to hang out with friends, are you haunted by that
woebegone look on your fur baby’s face? Bet you’ll sport the same look, too, if you’re
the one who was left behind. Next time you go out, don’t forget to bring them along.
Taguig has lots of places that will welcome your pet with open arms.
Bonifacio High Street

Stroll along one of the most popular
places to bring your four-legged
friend. On weekends, the entire
stretch of Bonifacio High Street is
teeming with pets of all shapes and
sizes. What better way for pets and
pet lovers to socialize! There are a lot
of open spaces where Fido can roam
around, and maybe make a new
friend or two.
A number of restaurants and
cafes are pet-friendly as well. Grab
a donut and a cup of coffee at Krispy
Kreme, and sit al fresco while you
and the little fur ball people-watch.
If you’re lucky, you can catch one
of the many pet events held here like
Waggin’ Tails, a festival for cats and
dogs filled with fun activities such as
agility courses, inflatable pools, and
interactive game booths.

Uptown Mall and Venice
Piazza Grand Canal Mall

Megaworld pioneered pet-friendly
malls in the metro, and the ones in
Taguig are no different. You can let
your pet tag along at Uptown Mall, one
of the city’s poshest malls, while you
indulge in a bit of retail therapy. Then
sit down at Morganfield’s, one of the
pet-friendly restaurants, and watch
your precious one snuggle up to you as
you enjoy a delicious plate of ribs.
With a design that’s very
reminiscent of Italy’s famed city,
Venice Grand Canal Mall may well
deserve its reputation as the most
romantic mall in the country. Take
a selfie with your furry friend at the
bridge with the love locks, while
gondolas glide through the manmade canal in the background.
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For everyone’s safety and to
promote responsible pet ownership,
a Pet Pass is required before you can
bring your pet inside both malls. It’s
free and easy to get. Just drop by
the mall concierge with your pet’s
updated vaccination record and two
1x1 colored photos of your pet, fill
out the application form, and you’re
good to go!

De Jesus Oval in BGC

A favorite dog walking area among
BGC residents, De Jesus Oval is
closed off to traffic on Sundays and is

transformed into My Sunday
Dog Park. A joint effort of BGC
and BetterDog Canine Behavior
Center, it is an off-leash dog park
where they are allowed to run
freely for hours, and where they
get the chance to interact with
other dogs and pet owners.
All activities are closely
supervised by dog training
professionals, and these include
agility classes and, of course,
off-leash play. Registration is
required before you and your furry
friend can join, as well as a copy

of your pet’s latest vaccination
record. To register, log on to
www.betterdogph.com/bgcdogpark.
Registration is free!

Pup Culture

Is your pooch in need of some TLC?
Look no further. Pup Culture, on
1st Avenue corner 30th Street in
BGC, is a hub dedicated to dogs.
It has a grooming center, and offers
day care and boarding services.
You can also enroll your pet in
training sessions such as scent
detection classes.

On weekends, the entire stretch
of Bonifacio High Street is teeming
with pets of all shapes and sizes.
What better way for pets and
pet lovers to socialize!

Heritage Park

Clockwise from opposite page

02 De Jesus Oval transforms into
My Sunday Dog Park, an off-leash
park where pets can run around freely.
03 A number of restaurants in Bonifacio
High Street are pet friendly.
04 Pup Culture offers training sessions
for your furry ones.
05 Taguig provides plenty of opportunities
for pets and pet owners to socialize.

This might seem a little weird, but
this cemetery is a good place to bring
your pet.
Situated along Bayani Road,
Heritage Park is a 76-hectare
memorial park complex. With its
sprawling, well-manicured lawns
and long, winding roads, it’s a place
where families can have a simple
picnic, active people can bike or go
for a run, and pet owners can walk or
play catch with Fido. Take the leash
off and let your pet have the run of
the place.
Wherever you decide to hang out
with your fur ball, don’t forget to
be a responsible pet owner. Make
sure your pet is kept on a leash, and
always clean up after your pets!
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A CUT ABOVE THE REST

Lukkas Barbers takes your neighborhood barbershop to the next level.

02 Clients can get classic, traditional
haircuts for men.

01 Old school barber shops, like Lukkas Barbers, are on the comeback trail.

05 The shop is located
right in the middle of
a local neighborhood
in Taguig.
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It can be pretty hard to find a seat
in Lukkas Barbers, an old-school
barbershop that is bringing a sense
of community back to North Signal
Village. Inside, everything is black
and white, save for a shelf that carries
colorful Japanese action figures.
“We named the shop Lukkas
because it felt tough and masculine,”
shared owner Alma Landong.
Our goal is to make you ‘feel good,
look good’. ”
Since it opened two years ago
along MRT Avenue, this barbershop
has become a “guys’ hangout”,
supported by a consistent customer
base and friendly barbers. “Ordinary
barbershops cannot give customers
the type of haircuts that we do. In
addition, we offer grooming services,
and that’s why our clients keep
coming back,” Landong added.
Their dapper signature haircuts
include the pompadour, quiff, and
other combinations of classic and
contemporary styles. Smiling barbers
donning 1920s get-ups would
welcome their patrons. This shows
how Lukkas Barbers goes beyond
the desired haircut by giving them
an experience.

03 Owner Alma Landong (middle) with the team.

04 Friendly staff will keep you coming back for more.

“We wanted to create a place for the
barbershop within the community, so that
customers won’t have to go to the mall or
wait for mall hours before getting a haircut,”
Landong explained.
Their popularity is growing. Customers from
neighboring areas like Quezon City, Pasay and
Pasig go out of their way to visit. They’ve also
recently opened a new branch in Paco, Manila
where they hope to duplicate their success.
For those who are looking for both oldfashioned haircuts and hipster chic haircuts,
visit Lukkas Barbers and enjoy top service.
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FAMILY FUN IN TAGUIG

Taguig City might be known for its flourishing business scene, and thriving bars
and restaurants, but there’s plenty to draw families to its ever-changing landscape.
Even the littlest member of the family will find something to be entertained with.
Whether it’s indoor play areas, parks, or museums, Taguig’s got you covered.
Kidzania Manila

This indoor play facility is perfect for
little ones who enjoy creating their
own make-believe worlds. Designed
as an interactive city, Kidzania
offers a unique play experience by
offering realistic role-playing action
for children where they can learn
about different adult professions.
Kids can dress up as firefighters, fast
food workers, construction workers,
veterinarians, radio broadcasters,
and more while immersing
themselves in actual activities of
their chosen job. Also, they can earn
KidZos, Kidzania’s own currency,
when they work, and they get to
decide if they want to spend it on
goods and services around the city or
save it in the bank. This helps them
understand about career choices, and
teaches them financial literacy at the
same time.

Active Fun

01 Active Fun is a popular indoor playground for kids.

Tucked in a corner at Bonifacio
High Street, this recreational
facility is a favorite among children.
A 3-storey massive indoor
playground, it promotes exercise and
physical activity in a fun and safe
environment for kids of all ages to
play in. They get to develop motor
and coordination skills as they jump
on trampolines, climb endless stairs,
crawl through tunnels, and slip on
giant slides. Active Fun also offers
Party Celebration packages for a
variety of occasions. They can easily
customize features, themes, and
entertainment options for birthday
parties, baptisms, graduation parties,
and many more.

The Mind Museum

02 Children can try out different jobs
at Kidzania.

03 The Mind Museum is the first worldclass science museum in the country.

The Mind Museum has the
distinction of being the first
world-class science museum in the
country. More than an educational
experience, it’s the fun way to explore
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04 Kids will enjoy being hands-on in the interactive exhibits at The Mind Museum.

The Mind Museum has the
distinction of being the first worldclass science museum in the country.

06 The Mind Museum has five main
galleries, each with its own theme.
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science with its popular attractions
that visitors come back to again and
again. The museum is divided into
five main galleries: the Atom Gallery
shows the world of the very small in
terms of forces and particles; the Earth
Gallery tells the story of our planet;
the Life Gallery shows us the various
habitats and organisms that surround
us; the Universe Gallery indulges our
fascination with outer space; and the
Technology Gallery shows us how
the tools we invented have evolved
along with our humanity. Filled
with interactive exhibits, 3D films,
planetarium shows, and experiment
demos, the museum keeps things
interesting by hosting traveling
exhibits such as “Dinosaurs Around
the World” which features life-size
creatures that use animatronics to
bring them to life. There is also an
outdoor Science in the Park beside
Jollibee where kids can play.

05 Guests can hop on the train in TLC
Park for a free tour.

Uptown Mall

Family time doesn’t always have to
be a big production. Sometimes it
means just chilling and relaxing at
the mall — you can shop, eat, or
catch a movie. Uptown Mall’s VIP
cinemas are topnotch. You can get
the full experience with reclining
seats, while enjoying unlimited
popcorn and drinks with butler
service. Once the sun sets, a giant
Vegas-style dancing fountain located
at the front of the mall becomes the
showpiece of the night. From 6pm
onwards, kids and kids at heart can
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07 Kids will be mesmerized by the Vegas-style dancing fountain in Uptown Mall.

08 Locals regularly flock to TLC Park.

09 Live out your circus dreams at the Flying Trapeze.

enjoy a Light and Fire Show that will
keep you riveted with its dazzling
visual display and upbeat sounds.
The Uptown Tower also lights up
at night with customized designs,
similar to the Empire State Building
in New York City.

bike path extends to the perimeter
area in front of the park. Kids will
enjoy feeding the fish in the koi
pond, and playing in the mini sand
bar. A Pixie Hollow themed area
makes a great backdrop for cool selfies
and groufies. An activity area holds
free mini shows and performances.
Visitors can even hop on a train as it
takes them around the park. And the
best part? Everything is free.

TLC Park

Taguig Lakefront Community (TLC)
Park is the city’s first community
park. Since it opened in December
2014, locals have regularly flocked to
it. There’s a basketball court for those
who want to shoot some hoops. A

Flying Trapeze Philippines
If you used to dream of running
away to the circus, and of flying

through the air, then the Flying
Trapeze may just be the thing for
you. It’s the first and only one of
its kind in the country, and all the
equipment is provided by the best
circus supplier in the world so
you can be assured of your safety.
Not only do you learn new skills,
but you also get a good workout.
Beginners are welcome; no prior
skills required. Professional coaches
are always on hand to guide and
assist you. What better way to
bond with the family than with
a new adventure?
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FOOD CRAWL:

HOLE IN ONE
FOOD HUB

Looks can be deceiving, so don’t be fooled by the
unassuming facade and explore the treasure trove
inside Taguig’s newest food hotspot.
Somewhere along the calm stretch
of Bayani Road lies a gastronomic
surprise. Tucked in an assortment of
small shops, Hole in One is easy to
miss. In fact all you’ll see is a signboard
and smoke rising from the grill to
know that you’re at the right spot.
Launched in October 2017, Hole
in One is slowly becoming Taguig’s
favorite tambayan (hangout)—which
is exactly how the owners envisioned
the ten-stall food hub. “We wanted
to create a place where people can

dine and relax by offering everything
they’re craving for,” shares owner
Grace Ambrocio.
Entering Hole in One is as much
an adventure as finding it. The only
stall visible from the roadside is TTS
Liempos, where the sweet-smelling
grilled pork belly should be enough
to lure customers. Once they reach
the entrance, they’ll discover a
narrow but well-lit path lined by
three more stalls on one side and
wall-mounted tables on the other.

01 The main area has plenty of seats for hungry diners.
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02 Look for this signage so you don’t
miss the entrance.

Quite a literal hole-in-the-wall,
the alley then opens up into a twostorey haven. Downstairs are the
rest of the stalls flanking the main
dining area, while upstairs provides
more seats with a nice view of a
vertical garden.

taguig:

The Taguig Experience

03 Customers can have their pick from the various food stalls.

04 A smorgasbord of yummy street food

“We did a lot of DIY here,” says
Ambrocio, who has a number of wall
paintings displayed in the food hub.
“Since we wanted to make it laidback, we included a lot of greenery.
The idea is to make it rustic.” The
humble exterior has everyone
fooled: “When they enter, people
are surprised to see a lot of space for
seating, as well as dining options,”
she continues.
These food choices include
popular local, Asian and other
international cuisines, prepared with
rare ingredients. Jizzlers, the sizzling
dish expert, for example, takes pride
in its “Crocodile Sisig.” Meanwhile,
Brap Burgers raises its burger game
by slathering its double 100% beef
patty with homemade bacon jam
(which, unfortunately, is not for

05 Mi & You offers Singaporean-Thai fare like this laksa.

Hole in One is designed to make
people spend quality time together.
The long tables and benches, in a
way, encourage diners to face each
other and talk, and even share
their time with strangers.
sale). For the Kimchi lover, they’ll get
a dose of the staple Korean side dish
in East and Nest, whose best-seller
“Tapa Kim” is a version of tapsilog
served with kimchi fried rice.
More Korean goodness are cooked
in SSÄM My Way, where Korean
BBQ and lettuce wraps are served
in lunch tray sets just like in schools
in Korea. If you’re in the mood for
Japanese, Takamura can provide

the classics: ramen, maki, tempura,
sashimi; but they suggest that you
be more adventurous and dig in to
their “Wasabi Sisig.” Rounding up
the Asian must-tries is the traditional
laksa noodles from SG Mi&You,
which also offers a weekly special.
Hole in One is designed to make
people spend quality time together.
The long tables and benches, in a
way, encourage diners to face each
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06 Munch on nachos and other Tex-Mex choices at Nachosera.

08 Indulge in this sinful dessert
from Retrotreats.

07 The friendly entrepreneurs
of Hole in One Food Hub
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other and talk, and even share their
time with strangers. And where there
is great conversation, there ought to
be great food — and beverage.
Ambrocio notes that people also
come here to drink. It helps that
there’s live music during the weekend
to keep things chill. Soon, its bar will
offer cocktails and coffee, but for now
it has a selection of local beers that
go well with bar chows from Pirates
and the cleverly named Nachosera.
The former is famous for its sausage
platters, buffalo wings, and seafood
buckets; while the latter is a MexicanFilipino fusion that serves generously
topped nachos and perfectly tender
corn on the cob.

To cap off the dining experience,
there’s Happy Endings by Retroeats.
Their lollipop-looking S’mores
Ice Cream—a torched mix of
homemade marshmallows and ice
cream—can instantly make anyone
feel like a child again.
“It’s very fulfilling whenever
customers approach us and say how
much they appreciate how the place
looks and how they’ve enjoyed their
dinner,” says Ambrocio. More than
anything, she’s proud of how they
provide a variety of high-quality
yet affordable meals to residents in
surrounding villages. “Most of them
are thankful because now they have
more food options in the area.”
Hole in One is located at 25B Bayani Rd.,
Western Bicutan, Taguig City and is open on
Tuesdays to Sundays from 4 PM onwards.
Follow @HoleInOneFoodHub on Facebook
and Instagram for updates.
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01 One of the exhibit photos
showing a soldier with his
wife and child

FROM SOLDIER TO HERO:

HONORING MARAWI’S
VALIANT TROOPS
The war-torn City of Marawi is more
than 500 miles away from the City of
Taguig, but the sacrifices of its heroes
resonate across the country.
It was fitting, then, to pay tribute to
the soldiers and policemen in BGC,
which was once part of a military
stronghold. Initially called “Fort
McKinley” in 1902, and later “Sakura
Heiei” during the Japanese occupation,
Fort Bonifacio is the headquarters
of the Philippine Army. In 1992, the
Bases Conversion and Development
Authority (BCDA) developed it into
the productive economic hub it is
known today.

02 The family of First Lt. John Frederick
Savellano, who perished in battle
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03 Taguig City Mayor Lani Cayetano (left)
and Davao City Mayor Sara DuterteCarpio (right)
04 Cpl. Rikko M. Ordeza recounted their
ordeal during the Marawi crisis.

05 “Ang Huling Tikas
Pahinga” exhibit in
Bonifacio High Street
featured the brave men
and women who fought
for the country during
the Marawi seige.
06 President Rodrigo Roa
Duterte led the tribute to
our fallen heroes.

A joint project of the Taguig
City Government and BCDA, the
exhibit “Ang Huling Tikas Pahinga:
Isang pagpupugay sa mga Bayani
ng Marawi” featured photos of the
brave men and women in uniform
during and after the Marawi
siege. There was also a replica of
Mapandi Bridge, where 13 Marines
perished in the hands of the
ISIS-led Maute group.
No less than President Rodrigo
Duterte graced the opening of the
exhibit in Bonifacio High Street,
which honored both surviving
and fallen heroes of Marawi. The
display ran from 21 November to
5 December 2017.
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Ang Huling Tikas Pahinga:
Isang pagpupugay sa mga Bayani
ng Marawi” featured photos
of the brave men and women in
uniform during and after the
Marawi siege.
“Son, don’t cry. Not every
Filipino is given a chance to die
for his country,” Duterte said.
He added that he plans to build
a military base in Marawi City to
prevent another terrorist attack.
The parents of slain soldier
Marine 1st Lt. John Frederick
Savellano inspired the tribute.
“Proud ako sa kanya,” shared his
father Freddie, while looking
at his son’s photo. “He’s a hero.
So I’ve been telling people, ‘Don’t
offer me your condolences.

Instead, say congratulations
because we produced a hero,’”
he said.
Days earlier, Taguig City Mayor
Lani Cayetano and Davao City
Mayor and Presidential Daughter
Sara Duterte-Carpio visited
Marawi City and handed over P10
million (P5 million from each
city) as aid to Marawi, which is
undergoing rehabilitation. They
also offered candles, flowers, and
prayers for those who perished at
the height of the armed conflict.

01 Participants join in the pasubo.

BLESSINGS FROM THE RIVER

The church bells pealed at four
o’clock, resounding clamorously in
the darkness of the early morning
hours. The cramped quarters of
Barangay Santa Ana were just
starting to stir, with a few street
vendors setting up their makeshift
stalls along the periphery of the
church grounds. Down under the
Bambang Bridge, the satellite office
of the Taguig City Government’s
Lake and River Management Office
was likewise rousing. Nearby, parked
along the banks of the waterway,
were several barges colorfully
ornamented with buntings and
tickertapes and all sorts of frills. Soon
enough, even before the day’s first
light, the riverside quay was already
flurrying with avid commotion for
the day’s upcoming activities.
It was the feast day of St. Anne,
and every July 26, the townsfolk of
Santa Ana, as well as the general
cityhood of Taguig, pay homage to
their holy patroness with the Santa
Anang Banak River Festival, also
known as Taguig River Festival.
Considered to be the city’s most
historic and important festival, the
celebration stems from the religious
beliefs and folk myths of the original

02 (Top to bottom) Winners of the regatta
race; boatmen paddling to the finish line;
one of the elegantly decorated riverboats
competing in the Pagandahan ng
Bangkang Lunday boat pageant.

settlers of Taguig. It is a grand,
lavish, and enjoyably uproarious
fluvial parade which courses along
a stretch of the Taguig River and
which accordingly retraces the city’s
roots to when the waterway was the
arterial lifeblood of what was then a
settlement of farmers and fishermen
thriving along the lakeshore of the
nearby Laguna de Bay.
As stories go, hardship would
befall the community when farmers
lost their harvest to seasonal
floods. Faith then tells that it
was the patroness St. Anne who
would gather large swells of river
mullet, locally known as banak,
along the riverbanks near her
church, providing fishermen with
magnificent bounty. In thanksgiving,
the fishermen would throw portions
of their catch to the people along the
bank, while the latter would throw,
in return, fruits and dried goods.
The gesture, traditionally referred
to as pasubo, eventually became an
integral part of the merry festivities
of the town fiesta.
Life still flows and ebbs along the
waters of the Taguig River. Boats still
run the river’s length, transporting
goods and ferrying people to and
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04 A man prepares for the annual Taguig
River Festival in honor of St. Anne,
patroness of the city.

03 Indakan sa Daan dance competition

from neighboring towns. Fishermen
still earn their living along stretches
upstream near the lake. Children still
play in its water and would sometimes
dive into it from off the bridge.
The day’s celebration started
off at six o’clock with a river regatta.
Meant to depict how fishermen in
the past competed with each other
to catch the biggest banak, the boat
race pitted several teams of local
boatmen paddling their bangkang
lunday (native boat) for trophies
and cash prizes. This was then
followed by the Pagandahan ng
Bangkang Lunday, a boat pageant
where the mundane riverboats
were elaborately decorated.
In between, while waiting for
the grand fluvial parade to be held
in the early afternoon, throngs of
the town’s laity descended upon the
church to hear mass. Built in 1587
by Augustinian friars and declared
in 1987 as a historic site and cultural
property by the National Historic
Commission of the Philippines,
the Archdiocesan Shrine of St.
Anne stood at the heart of the day’s
festivities, its entrances choked
by the large flood of people who
came to offer their devotion to
their patroness. Within the church
grounds, meals of fish, chicken and
rice were served to anyone who made
it to the line. Food stalls of suman,
puto, kalamay, and other traditional
Filipino delicacies littered the streets
outside, while marching bands and
street performers played for the
people’s entertainment. Barangay
Sta. Ana was alive and reeling with
merriment.
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05 The Pagodahan (grand fluvial procession)
is under way.

Around one o’clock, the church
ground was cleared for the transport
of the image of the holy patroness
from its shrine to the river. The
statue of St. Anne was brought out
with much ceremony and reverence,
ushered with traditional Filipino folk
dances and escorted to its barge by the
local clergy and by city officials. With
the holy image settled on its barge,
the Pagodahan, the grand fluvial
procession, was at last under way.
Winding its way from the small
wharf next to the church, up to the
nearby mouth of Laguna de Bay
and then back, the procession was
greeted by a rambunctious melee
of various goods and food items
thrown both from the riverbanks
and from the river, a reenactment of
the traditional pasubo. More boats
decked in themed adornments and
carrying revelers and images of
other saints joined in throughout
the duration of the parade. It was
an enormously fun and riotous
spectacle to witness as people from
the banks and from the boats hurled
at each other fruits such as oranges,
apples, mangoes, and even candies.

Some people came prepared with
umbrellas and helmets to shield
themselves from the incessant hail of
flung items. The fervent merrymakers
and the hapless spectators were all
caught in the crossfire. Music and an
intoxicating dance rhythm of drums
and percussion played out from the
floating procession. It was a carnival
on the water, a zesty celebration of
history and faith observed by a people
once referred to as taga-giik, the term
meaning “rice thresher” and from
which the name Taguig originated.
As the revelry, upon return
from the river, transitioned to the
pandangguhan, whereby the holy
image of the town’s patroness was
paraded through the town streets, I
took stock of the side of a city that
I never knew existed, a side that
was still steeped in tradition and
historical, religious fervor. In the
pandangguhan, devotees in native
attire lead the land procession with
candles in hand and with dancing
to the music of the pandanggo or
the wasiwas, the display being a
depiction of how women in the olden
days lighted the riverbanks to guide
their fishermen home.
As the procession weaved its
way through town, people caught
more gifts and pasubo tossed by
homeowners along the route. Other
than the near miss from a flying
orange during the festivity along the
river, I have never caught any pasubo
during the entire fiesta, save maybe for
the day’s charming revelation. Having
known Taguig based solely on the
glitzy sheen and heady façade of its
bustling and fashionable commercial
business district, I never realized that
deep within the city’s inner boroughs
pulsed a different vitality, one that
is visceral, gritty and enthrallingly
more authentic.

arts & culture

THE CITY OF OPPORTUNITY

The Taguig Manpower and Livelihood Training Center (TMTC) leaves no stone
unturned in ensuring every citizen has the means to earn a living.

01 Trainees learn to make these hand-crafted stuffed toys at the Taguig Manpower and Livelihood Training Center.

“Give a man a fish, and you feed
him for a day. Teach a man to fish,
and you feed him for a lifetime.”
While charity certainly has its
place in the world, individuals
thrive even further when they
are taught how to become selfsufficient, thereby increasing
their overall well-being. In the
City of Taguig, there are more
ways for its residents to learn
a trade or two.
Thanks to the Taguig Manpower
and Livelihood Training Center,
several groups of people including
retired women, women with
young children, and even persons

with disabilities, learn a variety of
creative ways to make a living.
“We provide opportunities for
the citizens of Taguig to augment
the knowledge and skills they
learned from the TESDA (Technical
Education and Skills Development
Authority),” shared Ma. Anabelle
Lim, Officer-in-Charge of the TMTC.
“This is very useful for them.
The fact that we are able to assist
them in creating a good and
sustainable livelihood is a big help,”
she added.
Melinda Alpajor, who is unable
to walk, has found fulfillment in
making stuffed toys. “Even persons

with disabilities like me are
able to derive income from it.
We also encourage other PWD’s
to learn this skill, so that they
become productive and not
be a burden to their families,”
she said.
Each yard of fabric can yield
four toys, and they can sell them
at P32-P35 each for a total of
P130-P140, depending on the
type of fabric used. For a total
investment of P110, they earn P30
profit. “That’s already a big help
because you can buy half a kilo
of rice with it,” Alpajor said while
flashing a wide smile.
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02 The city’s livelihood programs help generate jobs and sources of income for community members.

03 These beautiful handicrafts are made from water lilies that are
found abundantly along Taguig’s waterways.

Meanwhile, water lilies in rivers
and lakes may signify poor water
quality, while their rapid growth
clogs the waterways that could cause
floods. But for the residents of
Taguig, they provide a viable source
of income for their home-based
women workers through weaving and
marketing their water lily handicrafts.
“We make envelopes, handy bags,
slippers, Christmas decors, novelty
items, and many more,” shared
Connie Briones, another trainee at
the center. “Since I’m already old,
I’m quite grateful that I was able
to join the Water Lily Livelihood
Program because I still earn a living
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04 Participants can also learn beadwork techniques.

We provide opportunities for
the citizens of Taguig to augment
the knowledge and skills they
learned from TESDA. ”
— m a . anabe lle lim, of f icer-in-ch arge of tmtc

from this. It gives much comfort
to my family. Imagine, at my age,
I’m still able to work.”
Last August 2017, spouses of
delegates attending the ASEAN
Mayors Forum were delighted upon
seeing the ingenuity and creativity of
the center’s trainees. A number of
them bought water lily products on site.
“We’re glad that the ASEAN
wives visited the Taguig Manpower
and Livelihood Training Center. It

was very gratifying for the trainees
when they bought our products here
in Taguig,” Lim shared.
The Taguig Manpower and
Livelihood Training Center is
located at De Vera Building,
Ballecer Street, Central Signal
Village, Taguig City. For more
information, visit facebook.com/
ILoveTMTC or contact them at
telephone numbers +63 2 824 6316
or +63 936 195 3848.
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GET YOUR FLOW ON!

Synergy Sessions celebrates the merging of mind, body, and spirit through art.

01 Uptown Parade was filled
with artists and onlookers
who soon turned into eager
students during the Synergy
Sessions, a gathering of flow
artists in the country.

Art is like water. Its essence
cannot be explained by a single
definition. It varies from person
to person. Just like water that
submits to its container, art may
take on many forms such as
visual arts, music, literature, and
performance art. At the recent
Synergy Sessions at Uptown
Bonifacio in October 2017,
movement performers took
center stage.
Synergy Sessions is a gathering
of flow artists. The objective of
flow arts is simple: learn to move
in harmony with an inanimate
object so that it becomes an
extension of your body. These
rhythmic, almost hypnotic, actions

that mimic sport and dance allow
the artist to achieve a mind state
known as “flow”.
While this performative
practice is commonly perceived
as a fitness or dance activity,
many practitioners also consider
it a form of meditation, according
to event organizer, Bogs Castro,
Academy Operations Manager
of Planet Zips. “Everything is
connected in flow arts. We are
connected in mind, body and
spirit,” he shared. “The discipline
it teaches is almost the same as
yoga, which can help you meditate.
And we all know that’s an effective
stress buster which is beneficial
to one’s health.”
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02 Flow arts is for everyone and the artists
were open to teach anyone - regardless
of age - poi and other art forms for free.

03 The drum circle encouraged
camaraderie and oneness.
Plus, it was fun to listen to.

The objective of
flow arts is simple:
learn to move in
harmony with an
inanimate object
so that it becomes
an extension of
your body.
The event brought together
a lot of skilled artists from all over
the metro. Everyone seemed to
know each other by name, evoking
a strong sense of camaraderie.
More than just a group of likeminded individuals, they are
a community whose members
encourage and motivate one
another. They love sharing their
passion and knowledge of the flow
arts — which include poi dancing,
staff, hoops, juggling, and drums,
among others — with anyone at any
skill level, age, and background.
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05 A unique mini concert capped the
night off. It was a very enthralling set
that got everyone grooving.

06 The night sizzled when these fire
dancers took center stage.

04 Artists shared their impressive skills
in balancing and juggling much to the
delight of onlookers.

People flocked down to
initially watch the performances.
It didn’t take long before many
of them started joining the fun.
Since the artists were giving away
free lessons, kids and adults alike
tried their hand at various activities.
Some of the kids played with
hoops, while the adults practiced
the staff poi dancing. Soon, the
entire stretch of Uptown Parade was
alive with movement, flickering lights,
and enthralling music. A thumping
drum circle eventually turned into
an impromptu jamming session.
Everyone, it seemed, was in the “flow”.
The evening was a resounding
success. Everyone put on a dazzling
display and, most importantly, had
a good time. If you’re looking for
something more than the usual fare,
Synergy Sessions has it in spades.
Don’t miss the next one!
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01 At first glance, you’d think that world-class brass sculptor Michael Cacnio’s sculpture is a painting.
Called “Kabute”, this depicts the rise of informal settlers in the city.

ManilArt 2017
It takes more than looking to fully
appreciate art.
The interpretation of any form of
art could be considered a personal
experience. More than a mere visual
display, art is an amalgamation of
the different emotions and stories
of the artists that dutifully and
tirelessly worked on them.
Every piece of canvas painting
or sculpture conveys more than the
inspiration behind it. Each one has a
story to tell. It may be a muffled cry
for help or an oppressed voice. It could
be a celebration of one’s imagination
or a homage to one’s childhood.
ManilArt 2017 aimed to
represent this spectrum of visual
artistry. With the theme “The
Philippines as an ASEAN cultural

One of the country’s most popular art fairs
weaves together various artistic influences
that showcase Filipino ingenuity.

powerhouse”, this popular art fair
brought together a broad range of
works from more than 30 galleries
in the country.
Now on its 9th year, ManilArt
highlighted the diverse influences
that shaped our country’s creative
genius. Together with the National
Commission on Culture and the Arts
(NCCA), ManilArt transformed the
SMX Aura Convention Center, which
has hosted this prestigious event for
the 5th year in a row in Taguig City,
into a massive art paradise from 12
to 15 October 2017.
02 The grandson of National Artist
Francisco V. Coching, Marco Coching’s
“Infinity” is made with luminous paint.
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03 Ramon Orlina needs no introduction.
One of the most sought-after glass
sculptors in the world, his brilliant
pieces were among the highlights of
the exhibit.

04 Having won the Grand Prize at the
BSP Tanaw Art Competition in 2013,
Demi Padua showcased his artistry
once more in “Layered”, an ingenious
blend of scrap materials.

Works of outstanding skill and
artistry, and of all shapes and
sizes, hung on surrounding walls.
From idyllic canvas paintings
that depicted life and people to
impressive moving art pieces a
nd intricate sculptures, there
was something for everyone
who enjoyed art.
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05 All is fair in love for
art. Baguio-based
artist Jef Cablog’s
“Colors of Excess” is
a collection of art
pieces made from
garbage like electric
fan covers and
bottle caps.
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06 One of the many interesting pieces in
the exhibit is notable multi-media artist
Buds Convocar’s violin art.

07 Art is an experience; life captured and encased in beautiful objects. Multi-awarded visual
artist Rosscapili’s “A Delightful Future” is a tribute to his life as an artist. His bright and
colorful works mirror the artistic life he has taken.

09 The Hello Kitty piggy bank belonged
to Rosscapili’s daughter who has
completely forgotten about it. The artist
wanted to commemorate that part of
her life, and preserve it to be passed on
to his future grandkids.

08 Art is powerful. It is evocative. It inspires
emotions and provides an avenue for
us to take a trip down memory lane. For
his exhibit this year, Rayos del Sol
decided to pay homage to his
hometown, Taguig City.

11 It’s not surprising to see guests take their
time looking at the masterpieces.

12 These moving art installations from
AADA’S LED called “Amble, Pace, Trot
& Canter” amazed guests.

10 Called the “Genesis” series, Jonathan’s
marble eggs were enclosed in a brass nest.

“ManilArt has always been about
expression and voices. We do that
in our art because of the uniqueness
and richness of our culture,” shares
ManilArt curator Danny Rayos del
Sol, who also showcased his ostrich
egg sculptures.
It doesn’t take an aficionado to
fully appreciate the amazing works
displayed at ManilArt. The array
of works on display offered an
opportunity for visitors to witness
the cultural treasures of our time.
The Filipino artists featured
here showed us how creative
expression comes in various forms
and that, when you look at the
bigger picture, each art piece serves
as a thread that, when woven, creates
a beautifully made tapestry that
showcases our artistic genius and
story as a nation.
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TAKING ART TO THE STREETS
His art is out of this world. And they have landed in Taguig City.

“With street art or graffiti, you don’t
need to be an outstanding talent.
It’s not about being famous or
popular. The intention is very pure,”
says Nemo Aguila, a street artist
whose works could be seen around
Taguig and neighboring cities in
Metro Manila.
“You just want to create art in the
streets, not for profit, but for selfexpression. You want people, those
who cannot go to a gallery, to see it.”
For Aguila, street art is accessible
to everyone and people don’t need to
pay to see it. “What’s important is for
the art to affect people. It should start
a conversation, whether or not they
like it,” he added.
Aguila uses acrylic and spray paint
for his paintings. But from time to
time, usually when participating in
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group shows, he experiments with
collage and mixed media. He has
also customized designs for toys.
“Instead of the usual designs, we
paint it and try to put our own stamp
on it,” he shared.
His fascination with surrealism
started when he took up Fine Arts,
mentioning Salvador Dali as one
of his art influences. His work
began to reflect elements of
gore, of the weird and strange,
of things that only exist in his
subconscious mind.
“I would categorize my paintings
as pop surrealism with social
commentary. The pieces I put on
exhibit reveal things that are going
on in my personal life, events that
happen around me and to my
friends,” said Aguila.

Like other struggling artists, he
had to deal with resistance from his
parents. “First of all, if parents find
out that their child has taken up
Fine Arts, they will say, ‘Oh, there’s
no money there. Your career will
go nowhere, you won’t succeed.’ It
is the reality, but there’s something
there that money can’t buy. It’s your
passion,” he said.
Aguila advises aspiring artists to
develop their skills and constantly
practice. “Don’t pay too much
attention to what other people say,”
he said.
Now, Aguila is also invading
public events and galleries. His next
conquest - having his own space
that would provide small studios or
rooms that other artists could use
for their own projects.

Emergency Hotline

165-7777
Tag u ig C ity Hotlines

Taguig City Hall Trunkline/Hotline
Fire Department
Police

Emergency

Police Radio Patrol

Public Order and Safety Police
Traffic Bureau

Traffic Management Office

Taguig-Pateros District Hospital
Taguig Rescue Hotline

Taguig Emergency Hotline

Child and Youth Welfare Hotline

City Social Welfare Development Office

555-7800
642-9982
117
1623
642-3582
642-1261
510-7081
24/7 Operation
640-7006
Medical Assistance
837-2144
24/7 Operation
500-4448 / 0917-550-3727
165-7777 / 789-3200
0932-272-4888

Emergency Contact Numbers
BESC (Bonifacio Estate Services Corporation)
Estate Operations | 816-2372 loc. 2105/2000/2002
BGC Control | 816-2372 loc. 2201/2204
Security & Traffic | 816-2372 loc. 2101/2222
• Command Center | 816-2372 loc. 2222
Emergency Hotline | 0917-844-4357 / 0917-816-2372
Ambulance Services | (24x7 Helpdesk) 512-4696

Hospitals and Health Institutions (Adjacent to BGC)
St. Luke’s Medical Center Global City | 789-7900 / 7948 / 7949
Taguig City Hospital | 838-3485 / 837-8132 / 837-2216 /
Admitting 837-2291
Medical Center Taguig | 888-6284
Life Line Ambulance Rescue | 839-2520 to 30
Makati Medical Center | 888-8999 loc. 2010–15
National Poison Control | 524-1078 / 521-8450 loc. 231
Victor Potenciano Medical Center | 531-4911 to 21
Rizal Medical Center | 865-8400

Fire and Police
Fire Station-Taguig | (24x7 Helpdesk) 837-0740
Association of Volunteer Fire Chiefs & Firefighters
of the Philippines | 160-16
Fast Dial Police Assistance | 117
BGC Police Sub-Station 7 | (24x7 Helpdesk) 816-1813
￼

Bomb Disposal Unit

Bomb Squad | 523-1251
Southern Police District - Explosives and
Ordinance Division | 817-2128 (T) / 893-7484 (F)
Philippine Army Explosives and Ordinance
Division 0922-623-5938
SWAT Disposal Team | 896-7468
￼

Utility Providers/ Others

Bonifacio Gas Corp. | 815-8377 / 881-1523 / 2533
Bonifacio Water Corp. | 818-3601 loc. 3401 / 882-5403
Bonifacio Transport Corp. | 882-0746 / 5474
Meralco | (24x7 Helpdesk) 631-1111 / 1622-2360 / 11

• Call directly or send an SMS indicating your Service Identification
Number (SIN), address and contact numbers.

0920-971-6211 / 0917-551-6211

Laguna Lake at sunset
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